ABSTRACT

Digital history is a branch of digital humanities concerned using ICT to improve study of history. Linked Data provides a way of effective enriched digital access to scientific texts about history (historiographies). In this paper, we present a method for connecting a historiographical text to the Linked Data cloud. We present the method and tools that we use in each of the method’s steps. We focus on one extensive case study: the enriched access of an important work of Dutch World War II historiography “Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereldoorlog”. We describe the digitization and present two sources of structured knowledge that link to individual text sources, retrievable on the Web of Data. The first is the manually constructed and highly curated “Back of the Book Index”. The second is a list of extracted Named Entities. We compare both structured sources as stepping stones to the Web of Data and present a number of use cases relevant for both historical researchers as well as for the general public.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital history (or e-history) is a branch of digital humanities which seeks to use modern ICTs to improve the historical research. A large part of current digital history research revolves around the digitization of historically relevant material and providing adequate access to these digitized assets for individual researchers. Representing and sharing data, information and knowledge is key to furthering the digital history research agenda[3]. Many archives, libraries and historical findings have already been digitized and have been made accessible in reusable formats. The Web of (Semantic) Data provides a well-described and standardized framework for modeling and linking this type of knowledge. An example of a projects that uses linked data for historical research is the Civil War 150 project[1], where digitized datasets about the US civil war are connected as linked data and used for analysis and visualisations. In the related cultural heritage domain, publishing of metadata as linked data is gaining ground. Examples include Europeana[5] which uses the Linked Data architecture to provide access to Europe’s cultural heritage metadata. These projects use methods and tools for digitizing, converting and publishing historical data in this format. However, these methods focus on either publishing existing structured data or metadata while a large part of historical research is concerned with the analysis of historical or historiographical texts (a ‘historiography’ refers to a body of work on a specialized historical topic).

We here present our work in the form of an extensive case study: the enriched publication of the important Dutch historiographical work Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de Tweede Wereldoorlog (The Kingdom of the Netherlands in WWII) by Dr. Loe de Jong. The Koninkrijk -as we will refer to this text from here on- remains the most appealing history of German occupied Dutch society (1940-1945). Published between 1969 and 1991, the 14 volumes, consisting of 30 parts and 18,000 pages combine the qualities of an authoritative work for a general audience, and an inevitable point of reference for scholars. In the Verrijkt Koninkrijk (Enriched Kingdom) project, we aim to provide enriched access to the

http://www.civilwardata150.net
original text to assist historians in their research.

We describe a method and tools to make a historiographical text available in structured form on the Web and to connect it to external sources on the Web of Data. We show how these explicit links between text fragments and external background knowledge can be used by historical researchers to investigate relevant hypotheses. Important in this respect is that this data-driven approach still connects to the historical methodology by providing explicit links to the original text from manually constructed as well as automatically generated data. In Section 4 we show a number of use cases in the context of the case study exemplifying this. In Figure 1, we show the overall approach and the tools used in each of the steps. In the next sections, we will detail each of the steps, the tools used and the results in the Koninkrijk case study.

2. PREPROCESSING

In 2011, the entire Koninkrijk was scanned and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) was performed using proprietary software. The digitized documents are available online as PDF downloads at http://www.niod.knaw.nl/nl/download. An example page is shown in Figure 2(a).

We then transformed the PDF collection into XML with the open-source tool pdf2xml. An example of the resulting XML is shown in Figure 2(b). In the following we will discuss the XML restructuring steps applied to the resulting document collection.

2.1 XML restructuring

We first performed a pre-processing clean-up step for all documents filtering out combinations of non-legible characters (the result of dirt on the paper or on the scanner) and characters outside the margins of the text. The documents were then transformed into a structured book format with an XSLT script. All resulting XML files validate against a RelaxNG schema.

The root element root of each document separates Dublin Core metadata about the origin and formatting of the document from the actual book content. This book element is created based on an automatic detection of a number of visual and textual cues that can be found throughout the different pages. Thanks to a relatively consistent layout used throughout the different parts (with an unfortunate exception of ‘deel 14’, see Section 3.1) it was possible to use the same feature detector for all books. Additionally, each of the elements is assigned a unique hierarchical identifier. For example, the paragraph with the identifier nl.vk.d.1.6.1.43 is the 43rd paragraph in the first subsection of the sixth chapter of the first volume of the Koninkrijk. In Table 1, we list statistics for the most important elements detected in the converted XML text. Figure 2(c) shows an example of the resulting XML.

2.2 Access to the structured text

The digitized text can be accessed in a number of ways. First of all, a resolver server was installed which responds by presenting the structure (in XML) when presented with an identifier. For example, http://resolver.loedejongdigitala.nl/nl/vk.d.1.6.1.43 is resolved to the XML fragment of the identified paragraph. Removing the last number of the identifier (43) results in its broader section, etcetera. This resolver essentially makes URIs out of the identifiers, which in turn are used to link to existing web sources as we will describe in Section 3. A full text search engine was installed at http://search.loedejongdigitala.nl.

3. LINKING TO THE WEB OF DATA
To enrich the digitized text with links to linked data, we need “stepping stones” of structured data that can be used to link the work-specific resources to external resources. These structured datasets should contain links into the text itself (i.e. to the URIs created through the resolver). We model the datasets as SKOS vocabularies\(^6\). In sections 3.1 and 3.2, we present two separate methods of producing such structured datasets and compare them in Section 3.3.

### 3.1 Using the Back-of-the-Book Index

The first structured data source is constructed out of the Back of the Book index (the BotB index). The original index is a separate volume of the Koninkrijk which was finalized in 1994 and created by employees of the NIOD by combining the indexes for the individual books. In this process errors and inconsistencies were removed. The indexes of the individual books were also created by hand, under supervision of the author of said books. The BotB index represents a highly curated source of information linking lemmas, identified as important by experts to representative pages in the text. There are a total of 15,234 lemmas in the BotB index. These include “Named Entities” such as persons, places, organizations and named events but also more general concepts such as “Hospitals”, “Unemployment”, etc. The references in the index point to one or more occurrences of these lemmas in the Koninkrijk. This reference takes the form of a single page number or a page range, preceded by a volume indicator. Furthermore, a lemma might have a sec: or see also reference to another lemma, pointing to a preferred or related lemma respectively. An example is “Volksziekten. Zie: Epidemieën” (English “Public diseases, see Epidemics”).

#### 3.1.1 Conversion to SKOS

We first produced an XML version of the OCR’ed index. For the XML restructuring, different rules were needed, since the indentation and layout of this volume are significantly different from the rest of the work (eg. the index uses a two-column instead of a one-column layout). In this process, the original reference to a page number is made explicit by retrieving the identifiers of the paragraphs that occur on a previous or consecutive page. The XML restructuring resulted in a XML document with the 15,234 lemmas as individual XML records.

We then converted this XML document to a SKOS document using the XMLRDF tool of the ClioPatria semantic framework [10]. This tool allows us to convert XML documents to arbitrary RDF structures in an interactive way, using simple RDF graph rewriting rules. The XMLRDF tool has been previously described in [4], the current conversion

We manually created six of such rewriting rules to create a SKOS representation of the BotB index. Figure 3 shows an example of a resulting BotB concept in RDF turtle syntax. We list the rules below to illustrate the conversion procedure and refer to line numbers in Figure 3 for the resulting RDF triples.

**Rule 1** creates RDF resources of type skos:Concept from XML lemma records, with skos:prefLabel being the original lemma (resulting in line 2 and 3).

```
1 niod:botb-Belastingen
2 a skos:Concept ;
3 skos:inScheme niod:BotBScheme ;
4 skos:prefLabel "Belastingen" ;
5 niod:original "Belastingen, I: 21, 93,... Zie ook: Vermogens";
6 niod:pageRef [ niod:parRef
7 <http://resolver.loedejongdigitaal.nl/nl.vk.d.1.6.2.10> ,
8 <http://resolver.loedejongdigitaal.nl/nl.vk.d.1.6.2.11> ,
9 <http://resolver.loedejongdigitaal.nl/nl.vk.d.1.6.2.12> ,
10 <http://resolver.loedejongdigitaal.nl/nl.vk.d.1.6.2.13>
11 ] ;
12 [ niod:parRef
13 <http://resolver.loedejongdigitaal.nl/nl.vk.d.1.6.2.10> ,
14 <http://resolver.loedejongdigitaal.nl/nl.vk.d.1.6.2.11> ,
15 <http://resolver.loedejongdigitaal.nl/nl.vk.d.1.6.2.12> ,
16 <http://resolver.loedejongdigitaal.nl/nl.vk.d.1.6.2.13>
17 ] ;
18 ]
19 skos:altLabel "Loonbelasting" ;
20 skos:related niod:botb-Vermogens .
```

**Figure 3**: Example of a BotB index concept in RDF Turtle syntax. This concept (“Taxes”) has a number of references into the work (two shown), which are represented as niod:pageRef triples to blank nodes, which in turn link to consecutive paragraph URIs using niod:parRef triples. SKOS triples for alternative labels and related concepts are also shown (ellipses used for brevity).

**Rule 2** assigns URIs to these concepts by concatenating the namespace http://purl.org/collections/nl/niod/ (short-hand “niod:’), the prefix botb- and the lemma itself (line 1 and 20).

**Rule 3** converts the paragraph reference into a niod:pageRef triple whose object is a blank node, which in turn has niod:ParRef triples linking it to individual paragraph URIs (line 6-18).

**Rule 4** converts the see: construct by removing the lemma adding as a skos:altLabel for the concept to which it refers (line 19).

**Rule 5** converts the see also: construct to a skos:related triple, linking to the referred concept (line 20).

**Rule 6** the cleaning rule links the original lemma entry and the referene to the concept as rdfs:literal literals. Any empty references are removed.

These six conversion rules are very similar to those used in the case study described in [4], making the construction and fine-tuning of these rules relatively easy and fast. After conversion, the BotB index is a skos:ConceptScheme with 15,234 Concepts. Table 2 lists the statistics for a number of constructs in the generated SKOS graph.

#### 3.1.2 Links

To enrich the Koninkrijk, we align the BotB index with a number of existing thesauri. For this, we use the Amalgame alignment tool for finding, evaluating and managing vocabulary alignments[7]. Amalgame supports a semi-automatic interactive approach to vocabulary alignment where the user can manually combine existing automatic matching techniques into an alignment workflow targeted to the data set at hand using a workflow setup [13].

Currently, the BotB SKOS thesaurus has been aligned

---

[6] www.w3.org/2004/02/skos

with four datasets. Below, we describe each of these alignments. In each case, we use very simple label matching algorithms to find potential mappings between concepts. Ambiguous mappings (one source concept matching several target concepts or vice versa) are discarded. This is a very simple procedure that produces fairly high-precision mappings while recall remains relatively low. This was done to minimize the effort for experts in evaluating the produced mappings. More sophisticated combinations of matching algorithms can boost precision and more likely recall. We here present the numbers merely as an indication of the possibilities of the described method. The produced links were added as separate RDF graphs in the form of skos:exactMatch triples between the BotB concepts and external URIs.

- The index was aligned with the NIOD thesaurus. This in-house thesaurus consists of 1241 concepts used to annotate various objects in the NIOD archives. This includes the BeeldbankWO2, an image archive with over 175,000 images gathered from various Dutch national war- and resistance-museums. We were able to map 171 concepts (14% of the NIOD thesaurus) to BOTB concepts. The fact that the majority of the NIOD thesaurus concepts are not mapped is due to a number of reasons. Manual inspection of a number of unmatched concepts showed that they mostly are indeed not mentioned in the back-of-the-book index but cover topics related to the classification of images or library items. The NIOD thesaurus itself is aligned with a number of external sources, including the Dutch audiovisual GTAA thesaurus as well as the aforementioned Cornetto.

- We aligned it with the GeoNames geographical dataset. We made a selection of only Dutch locations, resulting in a dataset of 21,405 locations. The alignment yielded 487 BotB entries matched (3%).

- A mapping was created to Cornetto, a Dutch lexical dataset similar to WordNet. The SKOS version of Cornetto has 70,370 concepts. Using the abovementioned simple matching techniques, we were able to align 250 of these concepts with BotB concepts. This corresponds to 2% of our index. A majority of the BotB terms is not found in this lexical dataset as they concern Named Entities or context-specific compound terms, not present in Cornetto.

- The BotB index was also aligned with the Dutch Art and Architecture Thesaurus AATNed, which consists of 33,689 concepts. Here, we found mappings from 159 source concepts to AATNed concepts (1% of the BotB index).

3.1.3 Quality

There are a number of issues with the quality of the BotB index. First of all, many errors stem from the OCR process in the same way as the digitization of the main text is also affected by this. For the BotB index, little or no context information is available that can be used to improve the OCR as it concerns only individual lemmas. This results in a number of erroneous labels for the BotB concepts as well as for the page references of these lemmas. The XML conversion also introduces a number of errors even though great care has been taken to use rules that cover most cases. For example, in some cases, see/see also references are not correctly recognized because they occur halfway through the reference list. Also, some page numbers could not be transformed to paragraph references because of errors in the conversion of those pages in the text. In the conversion to SKOS, no additional errors are produced since the SKOS is mostly a representation of the structured XML. In the alignment, however, erroneous matches can be produced since simple label matching algorithms are used. However, the fact that these label matchers are fairly strict, results in the errors being mostly in terms of recall rather than precision.

To assess the quality of the BOTB index, we randomly selected 20 concepts and manually evaluated them. 4 concepts were incorrectly extracted due to OCR and/or conversion mistakes, resulting in a precision of 0.8. Two of these errors were minor (one character in the label misidentified). For each concept, we randomly selected a page reference and checked whether the referred term actually occurred in the paragraphs. This resulted in a 0.9 precision (the two minor typos were not considered errors here). We also randomly selected 20 mappings and evaluated the correctness by referring to the original paragraphs as well as the mapped concept. In this case one error was made (a wartime newspaper was interpreted as a geolocation and mapped as such), resulting in a precision of 0.95.

3.2 Using Named Entities

The second structured data source is a SKOS vocabulary constructed out of the Named Entities extracted from the text in all of the volumes (excluding the index). We refer to this vocabulary as the NE index.

3.2.1 Named Entity Extraction

For the extraction, we employed the named entity recognizer of [2]. We chose this tool as it is one of the strongest named entity recognizers in the Dutch language area with a reported F1-score of 83.56% (see [2] for a comparison with other systems). We used a preliminary version of the annotations in the SoNaR corpus [11] as a training set for the NER tagger; this set is annotated according to a rich NER tagging scheme that distinguishes the categories person, location, organisation, product, event and miscellaneous.

The resulting set of named entities was consolidated to a single XML document which contains the 88,243 extracted Named Entities. Each entity has one or more references to the paragraph identifier where it was found as well as a type. Table 2 lists the number of extracted references per type. Additionally, for each lemma in the back of the book, an attempt was made to match it to a concept from the Dutch or English wikipedia. For this, an algorithm based on machine learning with features related to the N-gram (term frequency, number of terms, etc.) and concept (number of wikipedia articles linking to it, number of redirect pages linking to it, etc.) was used [7]. The concept mapping was only retained if the computed confidence was more than 95% resulting in 16,480 wikilinks.
3.2.2 Conversion to SKOS

In this case, minimal transformation was necessary to convert this XML document to a SKOS vocabulary using the XMLE RDF tool. We again used one rule to construct the SKOS Concepts and one for URI assignment. Another rule converted the paragraph reference to an RDF triple that refers to that paragraph’s resolver URI. The wikilinks were converted to DBPedia links by a simple URI replacement rule (replacing "http://nl.wikipedia.org/page/" by "http://nl.dhbpediare.org/resource/"). The NE class was also maintained. Here, no skos:altLabel or skos:related relations were found. In Table 2, we compare the statistics to those of the BotB index.

3.2.3 Links

For the NE index, we also produced a number of alignments with existing sources using the Amalgame tool alongside the alignment that was derived from the wikilinks. We here list the results.

- The NE index was also aligned with the NIOD thesaurus. In this case, we were able to match 420 NE index concepts to NIOD Thesaurus concepts using the same alignment procedure. This is a surprisingly high number of matches, given that the NIOD thesaurus contains mainly concepts and not Named Entities. However, the Named Entity extractor extracted a large number of entities that it considers Named Entities but formally are not. These are spread over the various NE classes and include resources such as “Artillery”, “Taxes” etcetera.

- We aligned the NE index concepts of type “location” to the Dutch subset of GeoNames using the Amalgame tool (again using simple label matching algorithms). This resulted in 814 links (1%).

- We aligned the NE index with GTAA, which resulted in 1,589 links (2%).

- As explained above, we converted the wikilinks to DBPedia links. This resulted in 13,160 relations to Dutch DBPedia resources. An additional 3,320 links to English DBPedia are present. In total, 19% of the concepts are matched with a DBPedia concept.

3.2.4 Quality

Next to OCR errors, NER-specific errors do occur. For example errors in Named Entity reconciliation, where one entity that occurs in multiple forms (e.g. “H. Colijn” and “Hendrik Colijn”) in the text is not recognized as such. Also in the alignment process errors can occur -as they do in the BotB index. For the Entities, we also randomly selected 20 concepts and manually evaluated them. We found that 6 out of 20 were incorrectly identified NEs, where either not the entire term was identified or a false positive occurred, resulting in a precision of 0.70. We also evaluated 20 random mappings and here found 7 errors, resulting in a precision of 0.65.

3.3 Comparing NE and BotB indexes

Table 2 lists the main characteristics of the two structured vocabularies described above. One way in which we compared the BotB and NE indexes was by aligning the two SKOS vocabularies. For this, we again used the Amalgame alignment tool. We used simple label matching algorithms and excluded ambiguous matches. This resulted in 2,853 matches, meaning that 19% of the BotB concepts are matched to NE concepts.

Both sources have their own strengths and weaknesses. The original BotB index is the result of careful curation and involves manual identification of the occurrence of important concepts in the text. These occurrences might not be in the form of the actual term used in the index. For example, the BotB term “Spertijd” (Curfew) refers to a number of pages and in our SKOS version to paragraphs. One of these is to paragraph http://resolver.loedejongdigiitaal.nl/nl.vk.4.6-2.3.8.6.4 where the following Dutch statement occurs “[...] en na tien uur zou zich niemand meer op straat mogen bevinden”. In this paragraph, the word “Spertijd” occurs nowhere, rather this sentence describes an occurrence of the curfew. This is an occurrence of a reference that Named Entity Recognition algorithms would never be able to detect.

The BotB concepts that have a matching NE concept have a total of 21,857 references to pages. Those NE concepts have a total of 37,466 references to paragraphs. Out of these, 11,383 have a referenced paragraph in common with its matching NE concept. This means that 48% of the BotB references is not present in the matching NE concept and that 70% of the NE concept references is not present for the matching BotB concept. This indicates that the two sources are not redundant but rather complement each other a great deal.

On the other hand, the NE index covers a wider range of concepts, which is reflected in its larger size. No manual selection process has determined which concepts are important enough to be included. The BotB index is designed in such a way that it concerns a limited amount of terms and allows researchers to identify the pages relevant to their interest. It proved to be more accepted by the researchers and is easier to browse and relate to existing sources, (cf. Section 4.1.2). The NE index does not does not have a limited size and is constructed without any specific goal in mind. It does however list a great deal of less important concepts. In the use case section below, we present specific use case that use either one of the indexes.

Since the two indexes stem from different sources and have different sources of errors, this subset of matched BotB and NE index concepts could be consolidated as a high-quality separate vocabulary. In fact, 127 out of the 171 BotB con-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>construct</th>
<th>BotB index</th>
<th>NE index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>skos:Concepts</td>
<td>18,214</td>
<td>88,213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person</td>
<td>42,379</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>24,135</td>
<td>5,837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organization</td>
<td>20,717</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miscellaneous</td>
<td>8,437</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>product</td>
<td>4,178</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:altLabels</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:related</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no. references</td>
<td>100,681</td>
<td>364,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average no. references</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outgoing links</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>18,699</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Statistics for Back of the Book index and the Named Entity index in SKOS. The number of references refers to pages for the BotB index and to paragraphs for the NE index.
cepts that were matched to the NIOD thesaurus are also matched to the NE index, indicating that this is indeed a relevant source.

### 3.4 Linked Data access

We loaded the two vocabularies, as well as the described mapping sets into an instance of the ClioPatria semantic server. This Verrijckt Koninkrijk semantic server can be browsed at http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/verrijktkoninkrijk/. This server also hosts the NIOD Thesaurus in SKOS format. The PURL URIs redirect to the specific resources on this server which will respond by returning the RDF triples concerning the resource (in the case of an RDF request header) or by showing a human-readable local view page (in the case of a web browser), conforming to Linked Data principles [1]. A SPARQL endpoint is also available at http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/verrijktkoninkrijk/sparql/ with an interactive SPARQL editor available at http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/verrijktkoninkrijk/flint/. Only the structured sources are present in the semantic server. The text itself is hosted on a separate server, accessible through the http://resolver.loedejong.nl URL. The SPARQL endpoint therefore does not allow for more complex queries that analyze the actual textual content beyond the indexes.

### 4. USE CASES

The two indexes provide excellent gateways from other structured sources into the text and from text fragments to external sources. In this section, we present a number of use cases relevant to historical researchers and the general public. For the sake of brevity, we omit the complete SPARQL cases relevant to historical researchers and the general public. In this section, we present a number of use cases relevant to historical researchers and the general public. For the sake of brevity, we omit the complete SPARQL cases relevant to historical researchers and the general public. For the sake of brevity, we omit the complete SPARQL cases relevant to historical researchers and the general public. For the sake of brevity, we omit the complete SPARQL cases relevant to historical researchers and the general public. For the sake of brevity, we omit the complete SPARQL cases relevant to historical researchers and the general public.

#### 4.1 Historical research

The following use cases are based on historical research questions that were explored in collaboration with a Dutch historian (co-author of this paper). One important finding in this collaboration is about the role that this type of data can play in narrative historical science methodology. In our view, the linked data analysis is not used within this context to directly provide numerical answers to historical research questions but rather helps in two ways. First, it allows a researcher to analyze the text using semantic enrichment. He or she can make broad numerical analyses of texts, providing opportunities for preliminary quantitative evaluation of historical hypotheses. The data can be used to find anomalies in the text generating interesting hypotheses that can be further researched by studying the text in detail. Secondly, the fact that the structured vocabularies through which this happens have explicit links to specific paragraphs, the historian can easily identify exactly these paragraphs. Rather than having to read entire volumes or chapters, concepts are related to smaller fragments, allowing for more efficient analysis of the text. In the next subsections, we provide a number of examples of this.

#### 4.1.1 Geographic analysis

The link of the BotB index as well as the NE index allows us to use the geographical hierarchy of GeoNames for analyzing the text. For example, we can construct a simple SPARQL query that generates all paragraphs that mention a city or village in a given Dutch province region. Of course, this uses the current geographical reality as represented in GeoNames and mixes it with the historical context of WWII. In this case, the differences are not significant since most WWII locations still are part of the same provinces.

For this use case, we can use both the BotB index and the NE index as both are aligned with GeoNames. We used the SPARQL package for the statistical analysis tool R to provide a quantitative analysis and visualizations of the results. In total 11,388 place references that are part of one of the Dutch provinces were found through the BotB index and 58,452 were found using the NE index. Analysis per province shows that the two sources correlate significantly with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.85. Figure 4 shows the distribution of location occurrences per Dutch province. The results of the BotB and NE indexes are combined in each bar to show the sum of the occurrences. This is an indication that the author of the work describes mostly events in the provinces Gelderland and Zuid-Holland. Further steps could be to normalize these bars by population size (also available in the GeoNames linked data) or surface area. Note also that the province Flevoland almost has no mentions, which can be explained by the fact that this province did not exist until after WWII and was at the time mostly still under water.

Not only can these quantitative results be used as a starting point to formulate hypotheses. The individual mentions can be traced back as the SPARQL queries that lead to this data produce URIs that resolve to individual text fragments. More complicated queries can show correlations between these geographical features and others such as number of persons found (from the NE index concepts) or through concepts from external vocabularies such as DBPedia.

#### 4.1.2 Pillarization

One of the specific historiographical research questions that informed this project concerns the quintessentially Dutch notion of “Pillarization”. In Dutch cultural history, pillars refer to religious or political group identities (Catholicism, Socialism, etc.) that permeated Dutch daily life in the 20th Century [14]. The amount to which de Jong used these concepts in his description of WWII is an open question and our enrichment of the text can shed light on this. First

![Figure 4: Analysis of location occurrences in the text, categorized by province. The BotB and NE indexes make up the total number.](image-url)
Koninkrijk expert knowledge to automatically analyse the DBPedia, we can use the formalized common sense and as well as common-sense knowledge. Through the link with de Jong’s views on pillarization.

of a number of queries that lead to a better understanding occurs. This is also shown in Table 3. These are examples of a number of queries that lead to a better understanding of de Jong’s views on pillarization.

### 4.1.3 General background knowledge

In their research, historians combine analysis of historical and historiographical texts with their expert knowledge as well as common-sense knowledge. Through the link with DBPedia, we can use the formalized common sense and expert knowledge to automatically analyse the Koninkrijk. DBPedia covers a lot of knowledge about occupations of historical persons, which are partially matched to NE index concepts. This allowed us for example to use a simple SPARQL query to retrieve paragraphs referencing a person who before, during or after WWII was the prime minister of the Netherlands. We can also retrieve mentions of persons that were members of specific political parties. This allows for political analysis that relates to the pillarization question in the previous section.

### 4.2 Access for the general public

Other than for historical research, linking the Koninkrijk to the Web of Data allows for new types of access to the text as well as re-use. The NIOD thesaurus to which both indexes are linked can be used provide enriched access through the text by using query expansion based on SKOS properties such as the hierarchy. That thesaurus is also used to annotate over 175,000 images in BeeldbankWO2, as described in Section 3.1.2. Through the BotB and NE index, individual paragraphs are explicitly related to individual images. This link can be used in both directions: 1) the images can be used to automatically illustrate the paragraphs in a Web application and 2) the paragraphs can be used as example descriptions of the concepts shown in the images.

Another example is the use of the link to Cornetto, also described in Section 3.1.2. This data source is aligned with Wordnet and therefore we can use the links to provide partial English-language access to the text. Through links with other Wordnets a truly multilingual access to the text is possible. We are currently setting up a workshop in which we invite developers to link this data to their datasets and develop mashup applications using these linked datasets.

### 5. RELATED WORK

A number of approaches exists for extracting information from textual content and linking it to the Web of Data. In [9], the authors describe the NERD system that uses multiple information extraction tools to identify named entities in texts and link them to DBPedia or other Linked Data sources, including DBPedia Spotlight15, OpenCalais16 or Ze- manta17. These tools could be used to replace the part in our approach where we make the NE index and link it to the Web of data. However, these tools work only on English texts and cannot be used for text in Dutch or other unsupported languages. A Dutch version of DBPedia spotlight is under construction 18 and we plan to compare our links to those extracted by this tool. However, the method we present in this paper does not extract entities from a specific data source (such as DBPedia), but is more general-purpose, allowing for linking to unspecified data sources.

The two indexes we present here represent rather shallow extracted information. In [8], the authors model the content of philosophical works such as that of Wittgenstein to allow students and researchers to investigate very complex questions. Although such a deep model of an historical text would be very useful to answer the type of questions we discuss in Section 4.1, constructing such a representation of the text requires even more manual labor. Using the back of the book index leverages work that was already done by experts. Deep NLP techniques could be used to extract even more information from the text. However, this is a very error-prone process and will require significant further research.

This work is related to that of linking library information to the Web of Data, as proposed by W3C’s Library Linked Data Incubator Group14. Current linking of library data focuses on descriptive metadata of books and other media curated by libraries, rather than exposing the actual content of those texts to the Web of Data. Our work has a similar relation to other efforts that attempt to link historical data to the Web of data [6, 12]. Here also, pre-existing metadata rather than (references to) textual content are concerned.

### 6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we describe a method of linking a digitized historiographical text to the Web of Data in the form of a case study using the Koninkrijk. The core idea is construct two SKOS vocabularies. One is derived from the manually constructed back of the book index and one is derived from automatically extracted named entities. For the latter, we use an off-the-shelf NER tagger for the Dutch language. Both vocabularies on the one hand refer to individual text fragments and on the other hand are aligned with external datasets. This allows us to provide enriched access to the text. We have shown how this enriched access can be used to support digital historical research as well as general-purpose

Table 3: Pillarization concepts and the number of occurrences of linked entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pillar</th>
<th>occurrence</th>
<th>with niod:Pillarization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National-Socialist</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-Democrat</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman-Catholic</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communist</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 http://dbpedia.org/spotlight
16 http://www.opencalais.com
17 http://www.zemanta.com
18 http://nl.dbpedia.org/spotlight
access to the text. We also showed the possibilities of re-use of the data by others.

Although we here present a single case study, the method can be applied to similar digitized texts. Although the general method will be the same, for new texts specific XML restructuring rules will have to be constructed. How paragraphs, chapters, page numbers are denoted on printed pages varies from print to print, from time period to time period. The main work effort in applying the XML restructuring to another book or collection of books is in the required adjustments of the XSL transformer to accommodate the particulars of the layout. The detection of chapters, sections, etc. is based on a combination of layout cues (font size, location on the page) and textual information (chapter titles may for instance always start with the word ‘chapter’ followed by a number). The difficulty is in finding the right balance between precision (no false positives) and recall (no false negatives), which may be caused by OCR mistakes. When a significant back-of-the-book index is available, this can be used to convert to a structured vocabulary as a stepping stone in the same way as presented here. NER results can also be used similarly.

An important issue with the presented work is the quality of the digitized text and linked data. From our own experience, a number of errors are still present in the current version of the Verriek Koninkrijk, due to errors in the OCR, the XML restructuring and the alignment procedures. Errors early on in the process are propagated through the process. This is one reason that we do not claim that our Linked Data enrichment can provide definitive answers to quantitative historical research questions. We do however show that the enrichment can be used to provide researchers with efficient access to the text for specific research questions. The fact that at every point, partial “answers” to these questions are explicitly linked to individual paragraphs allows for researchers to verify and contextualize these answers.

We are currently linking the Verriek Koninkrijk data to other (Dutch) linked data sets in the e-humanities domain. For example, in the Agora project[4], cultural heritage collections are enriched with event metadata. We currently are in the process of linking our data to the Agora data to on the one hand provide more information about overlapping events, persons and locations. The recently started BiographNed project aims at providing a linked data set of Dutch historical persons and their biographical information. This will be a high-quality, curated dataset that allows for even more effective biographical analysis of de Jong’s work, in the use case described in Section 4.1.3.
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